SECTION 15 INBOUNDS:

5-15-2c near fall points or fall shall be earned **only** while the supporting points of either wrestler are inbounds. In a pinning situation, when all parts of the defensive wrestler's shoulder/scapula are on the mat beyond the boundary line, **if the feet including the heels and toes of the offensive wrestler are the supporting points**, the offensive wrestler’s knee(s) must be inside the boundary, **Whether in contact with or above the mat**.

**Shoulder/scapula on line**

**Near fall/fall shall be counted**

**Frame 1**

**Frame 2**

**Frame 3**

**Frame 4**

**Frame 5**

Count has started before wrestler A high bridges while on the boundary line, **near fall/fall shall be counted**. **Wrestler A** has two supporting points (feet) in bounds.

**Wrestler B** has his thigh and hip, two supporting points on the line, **near fall/fall shall be counted** as they are in bounds.

**Wrestler A's** head is only **one supporting point** inbounds. Stop match and return to center as they are both out of bounds.

**SECTION 15 INBOUNDS:**

**RULE 5-15-2b** when the defensive wrestler is on their back while the supporting points of either wrestler are inbounds wrestling shall continue. **In this situation any part of the defensive wrestler’s shoulder or scapula is considered to be all the supporting points.**